
ΘΕΜΑ 2β. ΛΕΞΙΚΟΓΡΑΜΜΑΤΙΚΗ 

Choose the correct option (A, B or C) to complete the gaps 21-30 in the text. 

"Home Alone" is a well-known movie (21) _________all sorts of scary nostalgia. The movie opens in 

Chicago suburbs with a house full of people on the Eve of a big family Christmas vacation in Paris. But 

the youngest in the family named Kevin got into a scuffle with his older brother and (22) _________to 

his room. The next morning the rest of the family was in a rush to make it to the airport (23) 

_________time and Kevin somehow (24) _________in the shuffle. Once alone, Kevin makes the best 

of this situation, as he has finally earned the freedom he has always (25) _________for by jumping on 

beds, eating ice cream and watching gangster movies. However, two bumbling robbers (26) 

_________his neighbourhood and begin stealing precious valuables from his neighbours. Now, it's up 

to Kevin to save the neighbourhood! Kevin acts quickly by (27) _________his own house with 

makeshift booby traps to stop the burglars and bring them to justice. (28) _________, when Kevin's 

parents realize that they have (29) _________left Kevin behind in Chicago, they find it impossible to 

get in touch with him. Kevin's frantic mother tries to make it back to Chicago as (30) _________as she 

can… 

21. A repeating B reminding C evoking 

22. A was sent B has sent C has been sent 

23. A at B in C on 

24. A was thrown B was lost C was caught 

25. A played B wished C searched 

26. A invade B enter C occupy 

27. A has wired B wiring C having wired 

28. A Despite B Yet C Meanwhile 

29. A unintentionally B on purpose C suddenly 

30 A rapidly B fast C long 

 

 

ΘΕΜΑ 3. ΠΑΡΑΓΩΓΗ ΓΡΑΠΤΟΥ ΛΟΓΟΥ 
 
Your English friend Marsha has started taking guitar lessons. Write her an e-mail (120-150 words) 

to say that you are interested in taking guitar lessons too and to ask her: 

 if a guitar course is expensive 

 how many classes per week are needed 

 how long it takes for someone to be able to play the guitar well 

 any other questions you might have. 


